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i A linear actuator comprises a threaded spin-

dle (4) rotataWe in either direction, a threaded

bushing (9) that drives an output rod (11) and a
reversible motor (12) that drives the spindle via

a power transmission (13). In certain cases such

as hospital beds it might be desired instantly to

arrive at one or the other extreme position or an

intermediate position from a random position.

This is achieved by a power transmission which

by a col spring can be disconnected from the

spindle which is not of the self locking type. The
disconnection is caused by the ends of the coil

spring being enveloped by and embedded in

two cylindrical caps (7,10) that can slide inside

one another and are connected such that they

by a compression perform a mutual rotation

whereby the ooi spring can be released.
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The invention relates to a linear actuatorcompris-

ing a threaded spindle rotatable in either direction, a

threaded bushing that is not self-locking on the spin-

dle and that drives an output rod and a reversible mo-

tor that drives the spindle via a power transmission,

said power transmission being releasable from en-

gagement with the threaded spindle.

Linear actuators of the type mentioned above are

used for a multitude of operations where a linear

movement or power actuation is desired. They are of-

ten used where a hydraulic or pneumatic installation

would be totally unsuitable and where an electric driv-

ing power is to be preferred. Electrically operated

doors and hospital beds may be mentioned as exam-

ples where the linear actuator is positioned such that

the output rod performs the required movement from

one position to another as a result of a power supply

ofone orthe other polarityand possiblyguided by lim-

it stops.

In practical use a desire to arrive from one ex-

treme position to the other at great speed may arise,

orto arrivefrom a given position toone ofthe extreme

positions or in general to be able to effect an adjust-

ment of the moved unit without being bound to the

mechanism of the linear actuator. Doors may be re-

quired to close rapidly like fire doors due to the re-

lease of safety devices caused by excessive temper-

atures or a normally closed door must serve as an

emergency exit even in the case of a power supply

failure. In a hospital bed ft might be desirable to ach-

ieve a totaDy horizontal position quickly despite the

head of the bed having been raised. In those cases

where a power supply is based on batteries, the pow-

er transmission will have a high ratio, and it will con-

sequently be relatively slow. The same will apply for

linear actuators that must perform a heavy pulling or

pushing force by means of the output rod.

Prior art solutions to this return problem have

generally been based on toggle link mechanisms that

may be released oron locking pins thatmay be pulled

out such that the output rod no longer acts as a bar

against movement These prior art solutions suffer

from the severe drawback that the linear actuator

may not be brought back to its normal function again

until the moved unit has been returned to its pre-re-

leased position upon which the releasing mechanism

can be reset, for instance by inserting the pulled-out

locking pin. Furthermore mechanisms of the type

mentioned suffer from the drawback of not allowing

passage from one position of the shifted element to

another without interaction with the linear actuator

and its subsequent random engagement

The object of the invention is to providea solution

to the problem described eliminating the drawbacks

that are incurredwhen applyingthe priorart solutions.

This is achieved by a linear actuator according to the

invention which is characteristic in having a threaded

bushing that is not self-locking on the spindle and that

the power transmission can be released from en-

gagement wfth the spindle.

In an embodiment of the invention use ismade of

a trailing release unitwhich ideally should be inserted

5 between the spindle and the spindle drive shaft

The coupling comprises two independent and

successively arranged axially oriented cylindrical

coupling members that are fixedly attached to the

spindle and the spindle drive shaft respectively, said

10 cylindrical parts being enveloped by a coil spring.

The two radially oriented activating pins of the

coil spring, preferably an angled endportion thereof,

are each in engagement with two enveloping and mu-

tually rotatable activating members which follow the

is rotation of the coil spring.

The coil spring will in Its unloaded postion, by its

own initial load and by a rotation impact in one direc-

tion, lock itself about the two coupling members and

consequently allow a power transmission from one

20 coupling member to the otherwhereby the motor can

pull the spindle.

The disengagement is caused by the coil spring

being mechanically "opened" by a cross axially oppo-

sitely directed impact on one or both of the two pro-

25 truding activating pins as these pins each are individ-

ually controlled by activating members which being in

engagement with one another envelopes the coil

spring. The members will by a further compression

which is caused by a manually operated lever, by mu-

30 tually cooperating guiding members, perform a rota-

tion about the shaft relative one another whereby the

activating pins of the spring are cross axially dis-

placed and oppositely relative one another. The inner

diameter of the coil spring is hereby increased such

35 that its grip round the cylindrical coupling members

stops or at leastadopts such lowfriction that the spin-

dle, under an increased pressure from its threaded

spindle, can rotate whereby the exposed lever can

take up the desired position.

40 Cooperating with the exposure of the actuator

lever, the rotational direction of the drive shaft will

tighten the coil spring and hereby transmit the power

from the motor. By rotation in the opposite direction

the coil spring is "opened" whereby the friction be-

45 tween the coupling members and the coil spring be

significantly reduced. The coupling members can

hereby rotate comparatively freely. This means that

the actuator can be pulled out manually until it reach-

es its mechanically defined outer limit

so The invention shall be described in further detail

referring to the drawing in which:-

Fig. 1 is a lateral view of a complete disengage-

ment unit, and

Fig. 2 is an exploded drawing of a coil spring ao-

55 tivating mechanism according to the invention,

Fig. 3 illustrates a longitudinal section through an

actuator by means ofwhich the invention may be

carried into effect, and
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Fig. 4 illustrates a longitudinal section through an

actuator with a worm by means of which the in-

vention may be carried into effect

Fig. 1 shows two cylindrical couplings 1 and 2.

The cylindrical coupling portion 1 is directly attached

to a drive shaft 3, and the coupling portion 2 is fixedly

attached to a spindle 4. Between the coupling por-

tions 1 and 2 and behind the coupling portion 1 bail

bearings 5 have been inserted to reduce the friction

between the coupling portions 1 and 2 and a rearwall

3a for absorbing the pressure being caused in the di-

rection D. The pressure in the direction B, which is

caused by an ordinary weight effect to the actuator,

is transferred through a threaded bushing 9 and balls

9a that are in engagement with a thread 4a on the

spindle 4.

The coupling portions 1 and 2 are enveloped by

a coil spring 6 which at each end terminates in up-

wardly protruding endportions acting as activating

pins 6a and 6b. The activating pin 6a is guided by a

guiding groove 7b in an enveloping cup-shaped unit

7 being inserted into a larger cup-shaped unit 10 in

which a recess 1 0b has been made to accommodate

the activating pin 6b of the coil spring 6.

When using the free edge as a starting point, the

unit 7 is provided with two opposed guiding grooves

7a ofwhichone is shown in Fig. 1 and where the other

appears in Fig. 2. Corresponding pins 10a are placed

inside the un ft at the frontedge ofthe cup-shaped unit

1 0 engaging the guiding grooves 7a on the unit 7. The

first portion ofthe guiding grooves 7a is axially orient-

ed but will swing in thesame direction towards a radial

orientation further away from the edge.

Releasing the coupling takes place by shifting an

activating lever 8 which can be pivoted about a shaft

6a byan impact inthe directionA.The activating lever

8 presses at the point 8b to the cap 7 which hereby is

moved in the direction B. By this compression the two

caps 7 and 10 are rotated about the longitudinal axis

relative one another. The activating pin 6a of the coil

spring guided by the recess 7b will hereby be rotated

in the direction C relative the other activating pin 6b

ofthe coil spring whereby the coil spring "opens*. The

coupling member 2 can now rotate freely in the coil

spring 6 as a result of the previously mentioned im-

pact in the direction B.

In Fig. 3 ofthe drawing the invention is shown im-

plemented at an actuator where the spindle is driven

via two oblique gear wheels, and in Rg. 4 the inven-

tion is shown implemented at an actuator where the

spindle is driven via a worm.

sible motor (12) that drives the spindle via a pow-

er transmission (13), said power transmission

(13) being releasable from engagement with the

spindle, characterized by a disengagement unit

5 between the spindle (4) and the spindle drive

shaft (3) said unit comprising two independent

and successively arranged axially oriented cylin-

drical coupling members (1 J2) that are fixedly at-

tached to the spindle (4) and the spindle drive

10 shaft (3) respectively, said cylindrical parts being

enveloped bya coil spring (6), the two radially ori-

ented activating pins (6a,6b) of the latter, each

being in engagement with two enveloping and

mutually rotatable cylindrical caps (7,10) which

15 under normal operating conditions follow the ro-

tation of the coil spring and where disengage-

ment is performed by the mechanical "opening"

by a cross axially and oppositely directed impact

on one or both ofthe protruding activating pins of

20 the spring, these two being turned away from

one another by a mutual turning ofthe activating

caps (7, 10).

2. A linear actuator according to claim 1 , character-

25 ized in that the cylindrical activating cap (1 0) has

pins (10a) cooperating with a track (7a) terminat-

ing in a curve in the other cylindrical cap (7) such

that these are turned away from one another at

compression.

30

3. A linear actuator according to claims 1 or 2, char-

acterized in that the compression is performed by

a Y-shaped activating lever (8) operating on one

activating cap (7A), preferably the end of said

35 cap.

40

45

50

Claims
55

1. A linear actuator comprising a threaded spindle

(4) rotatable in either direction, a threaded bush-

ing (9) that drives an output rod (11) and a rever-
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